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L PAO28 LONG PD=PM LOS ANGELES CALIF 12 117P PDT:
RICHARD M NIXON =
3908 WILSHIRE BLVD LOSA=

YOUR LOS ANGELES COUNTY GOP CHAIRMAN JUDD LEEHAM TOLD NEWSMEN LAST NIGHT THAT YOU HAVE NOT REPEAT NOT ASKED HIM TO STOP DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCURRILOUS PAMPHLET "CALIFORNIA DYNASTY OF COMMUNISM" AT GOP CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS. HIS STATEMENT INDICATES YOU HAVE FAILED TO CARRY OUT YOUR PUBLIC PLEDGE TO BAR CIRCULATION BY GOP HEADQUARTERS OF THIS ASSAULT ON GOVERNOR BROWN AND OTHER DEMOCRATIC LEADERS AS ANTI-AMERICAN PRO-COMMUNISTS. YOUR FAILURE TO CONTACT LEEHAM BRINGS INTO SERIOUS

QUESTION THE SINCERITY OF YOUR DENUNCIATION OF THIS RED SMEAR AND IMPLIES YOUR TACIT ENDORSEMENT OF THE PAMPHLET'S CONTENTS. DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF CALIFORNIA CALLS ON YOU NOW TO ACT AT ONCE OR FACE FULL PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF YOUR TRUE ROLE IN THIS DEPLORABLE MATTER--

EUGENE L. WYMAN CHAIRMAN DEMOCRATIC STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
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